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Abstract. Let p > 3 be a prime. We consider j-zeros of Eisen-
stein series Ek of weights k = p−1+Mpa(p2−1) with M, a ≥ 0 as
elements of Qp. If M = 0, the j-zeros of Ep−1 belong to Qp(ζp2

−1)
by Hensel’s Lemma. Call these j-zeros p-adic liftings of supersin-
gular j-invariants. We show that for every such lifting u there is a
j-zero r of Ek such that ordp(r − u) > a. Applications of this re-
sult are considered. The proof is based on the techniques of formal
groups.

1. Statement and discussion of results

Zeros of modular forms is an interesting subject, and there has been
a big amount of research connected to this subject during the past
several decades (see [1, 2, 3, 5, 14] to name a few). Zeros of Eisenstein
series attract special attention. For an even integer k ≥ 4 denote by
Ek the weight k Eisenstein series

Ek = 1 −
2k

Bk

∑

n≥1




∑

d|n

dk−1


 qn, q = exp(2πiτ), ℑτ > 0,

where theBk are Bernoulli numbers defined by the power series x/(exp(x)−

1) =
∑

k≥0Bk
xk

k!
. Following the terminology of [5], we define j-zeros to

be the j-invariants of zeros of Ek. Denote by Ψk(X) the polynomial
that encodes the j-zeros of Ek:

Ψk(X) =
∏

j=j(τ),
where Ek(τ)=0

(X − j)

Let p > 3 be a prime. The coefficients of Ψp−1 are p-integral. It is a
well-known observation of Deligne (see [9] for a full exposition) that

Ψ̃p−1(X), the modulo p reduction of Ψp−1(X), is the supersingular
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polynomial at p. The roots of Ψ̃p−1(X) over Fp are supersingular j-
invariants. This polynomial, considered as a polynomial over Fp, splits
into a product of factors over Fp,

(1) Ψ̃p−1(X) =
∏

i

ψ̃i(X),

where the monic polynomials ψ̃i(x) ∈ Fp[X] are either linear or irre-
ducible quadratic. In this paper we consider Ψk as a polynomial over
the field of p-adic numbers Qp. A standard application of Hensel’s
lemma allows us to lift the supersingular j-invariants to characteris-
tic zero in a canonical way. The possible presence of irreducible (over
Fp) quadratic factors in decomposition (1) makes it necessary to intro-
duce the unique (see [12, Section 3.3]) unramified quadratic extension
K = Qp(ζ) of Qp, where ζ is a primitive root of unity of degree p2 − 1.
The ring of integers of K will be denoted as O. The following propo-
sition is an immediate consequence of Hensel’s lemma.

Proposition 1. For every irreducible factor ψ̃i(X) in decomposition

(1) there are exactly deg(ψ̃i(X)) elements u ∈ O such that

ψ̃i(u) ≡ 0 mod p and Ψp−1(u) = 0.

This proposition motivates the following definition.

Definition 1. We call an element u ∈ O from Proposition 1 a lifting
of a supersingular j-invariant to characteristic zero.

Throughout the paper

k = k(a,M) = p− 1 +Mpa(p2 − 1)

with non-negative integers a and M . The subject of investigation in
this paper is the polynomial Ψk(X) and its zeros.

Define ǫ = ǫ(p), γ = γ(p) ∈ {0, 1} such that

ǫ ≡
p− 1

4
mod 3 and γ ≡

p− 1

6
mod 2.

Let δ(k) = ⌊k/12⌋. We define the polynomial ϕk(X) (found in [5]) by:

(2) Ψk(X) = Xǫ(X − 1728)γϕk(X)

A result of Gekeler [5, Corollary 2.6] implies the following factorization
over Fp

(3) ϕ̃k(X) = ϕ̃p−1(X)d+1Xǫd/3(X − 1728)γd/2
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where d = M(pa+1 + pa). Note that all exponents in this factorization
are integers. This factorization implies, in particular, that

Ψk(u) ≡ 0 mod p

for every lifting u of a supersingular j-invariant, and it is natural to ask
about a connection between the roots of the polynomials Ψp−1(X) and
Ψk(X). Numerical examples show that the roots of Ψk(X) may not
belong to K. We thus consider these roots as elements of the algebraic
closure Qp of Qp. Our principal result provides a partial answer to the
above question.

Theorem 1. Let u be a lifting of a supersingular j-invariant. There
is r ∈ Qp such that Ψk(r) = 0 and

ordp(r − u) > a.

If p > 13, the polynomial Ψk(X) is not irreducible. Indeed, since
the Galois group preserves distances (cf. e.g. [12, Chapter 3]), the
factorizations (1), (2), and (3) imply the following factorization over
Qp:

(4) Ψk(X) =
∏

u

ψu,k(X).

The product in (4) is taken over all pairwise non-conjugate byGal(K/Qp)
liftings u of supersingular j-invariants. The polynomials ψu,k(X) ∈
Zp[x] are monic of degree

degψu,k(X) = (d/e(u) + 1) deg ψ̃u = (M(pa+1 + pa)/e(u) + 1) deg ψ̃u,

where e(u) is the ramification degree of the relevant j-zero, i.e.

e(u) =





3 if u ≡ 0 mod p

2 if u ≡ 1728 mod p

1 otherwise.

In particular, when M = 0, and k(a, 0) = p − 1, we drop the index k
by setting

ψu = ψu,p−1.

There are speculations, based on numerical evidence, on the irre-
ducibility of the polynomials Ψk over Q. The above remarks show
that over Qp a similar question is meaningful only about the individ-
ual polynomials ψu,k. As an application to Theorem 1, we prove the
reducibility of every factor ψu,k of Ψk over Qp.

Theorem 2. If M ≥ 1 and a ≥ 1, then ψu,k(X) is reducible over Qp

for every u.
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In contrast, our next result implies, in particular, that the polyno-
mials ψu,k typically do not split completely over K.

Theorem 3. If M ≥ 1, then the splitting field of the polynomial ψu,k

is ramified over Qp for every u such that e(u) ≤ a.

In Section 2 of the paper we state certain congruences between spe-
cial values of the polynomials ψu and ψu,k (Theorem 4), and derive
our results from these congruences. Section 3 is devoted to the proof
of Theorem 4. This proof involves the techniques of formal groups.
In particular, Proposition 4 claims congruences for the coefficients of
series expansions of certain functions on Lubin - Tate formal groups
of height 2. The proof of this proposition, which is an adaptation to
our setting of an argument invented by Katz [11] (see also [4] for a
refinement) is deferred to Section 4.

2. Proofs of the main results.

We preserve the notations introduced in Section 1, in particular,
u ∈ K is a lifting of a supersingular j-invariant. In this section, we
derive our main results from the following congruences:

Theorem 4. Let s ∈ K be such that ordp(ψu(s)) ∈ e(u)Z.
a) If 0 < ordp(ψu(s)) < a+ 1, then

ordp(ψu,k(s)) = Mpa+1 + ordp(ψu(s)).

b) If ordp(ψu(s)) ≥ a+ 1, then

ordp(ψu,k(s)) ≥Mpa+1 + a+ 1.

Proof of Theorem 1. If e(u) > 1, the statement is trivial in view of (2)
and (3). We thus assume that e(u) = 1.

We denote by rl ∈ Qp the roots of the polynomial ψu,k(X):

ψu,k(X) =
∏

l

(X − rl).

Choose s1, s2 ∈ O such that ordp(s1−u) = a and ordp(s2−u) ≥ a+1.
Since K is unramified, we have

ordp(ψu(s1)) = a, and ordp(ψu(s2)) ≥ a+ 1.

If ordp(rl − u) ≤ a, then the ultrametric inequality implies that

ordp(s2 − rl) = ordp(rl − u) ≤ ordp(s1 − rl).

We now assume that ordp(rl − u) ≤ a for all roots rl, and make use of
Theorem 4 to obtain a contradiction:

a+ 1 +Mpa+1 ≤ ordp(ψu,k(s2)) ≤ ordp(ψu,k(s1)) = a+Mpa+1.
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Theorem 1 follows from this observation. �

Proof of Theorem 2. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we assume that
e(u) = 1, because otherwise the result is immediate from (2) and (3).

Choose s ∈ K such that ordp(ψu(s)) = 1. By Theorem 1 there is a
root r0 of ψu,k and ordp(r0 − u) > a ≥ 1. Therefore ordp(s− r0) = 1.
If we assume that ψu,k is irreducible, then because the Galois group
preserves distances and all roots are conjugate, we must have ordp(s−
rl) = ordp(s− r0) for all roots rl. But this leads to a contradiction of
Theorem 4,

ordp(ψu,k(s)) =
∑

l

ordp(s− rl) = M(pa+1 + pa) + 1 > Mpa+1 + 1,

proving our result. �

Proof of Theorem 3. Let s0 ∈ K be such that s0 ≡ u mod pe(u) and
s0 is not congruent modulo pe(u)+1 to a lifting of a supersingular j-
invariant. By Theorem 4

ordp(ψu,k(s0)) = Mpa+1 + e(u).

On the other hand, if we assume that the splitting field of ψu,k is
unramified, then ordp(s0 − rl) ≥ e(u), and we have the contradiction

ordp(ψu,k(s0)) =
∑

l

ordp(s0 − rl)

≥ e(u)(M(pa+1 + pa)/e(u) + 1)

> Mpa+1 + e(u).

�

3. Proof of Theoerem 4

In this section we prove Theorem 4 with the help of several proposi-
tions; one whose proof is postponed to the next section. We derive
Theorem 4 from a certain congruence (see Proposition 2 below) for
Bernoulli - Hurwitz numbers [11, 10]. The authors know two parallel
ways to prove this congruence. Firstly, since the formal group of the
elliptic curve with j-invariant s has height 2 (the elliptic curve has su-
persingular reduction at p), one can make use of a corollary to Katz’
general theorem on formal groups and p-adic interpolation [10, Corol-
lary 3]. However, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, the full proof
of this theorem has never been published. An alternative approach,
which we undertake here, is based on a later observation of Katz [11]
(see also [4] for refinements). Namely, one proves that the formal group
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in question is isomorphic to a Lubin-Tate formal group, and applies an
elementary argument which implies the desired congruences.

We preserve the notations of the previous sections.

Proposition 2. Let s ∈ K be such that 0 < ordp(Ψp−1(s)) ∈ e(u)Z for
some lifting u of a supersingular j-invariant. Let b ∈ Z be an integer
different from 1 and coprime to p. Define

T (l) =
(1 − bl)(1 − pl−2)

p⌊(l−2)p/(p2−1)⌋

Bl

l
Ψl(s).

Then for some µ ∈ O such that ordp(µ) = 0 we have the congruences

µT (p− 1) ≡ T (k) mod pa+1.

Proof of Theorem 4. Let l be a positive integer that is a multiple of
p− 1. (Note that (p− 1) | k.) By von Staudt congruences, ordp(Bl) =
−1. Fermat’s Little Theorem and the Binomial Theorem imply that
ordp(1−b

l) = 1+ordp(l). In order to derive Theorem 4 from Propostion
2, we simply equate the p-orders of the congruences of Proposition 2
and use the factorization (4). �

The proof of Proposition 2 is more involved, and requires some pre-
liminaries on one-dimensional formal groups. For a formal group F
we denote by [p]F ∈ End(F ) the multiplication by p map. If α ∈ O
is a unit, then the Lubin-Tate lemma [13] implies the existence and
uniqueness up to isomorphism of a height two one-parameter formal
group G(α) over O such that

[p]G(α)(X) = pX + αXp2

.

Proposition 3. Let F be the formal group over O of the elliptic curve
E defined by the equation

(5) y2 = 4x3 − g2x− g3, g2, g3 ∈ O

with j-invariant

s =
1728g3

2

g3
2 − 27g2

3

.

If Ψp−1(s) ≡ 0 mod p, then the discriminant ∆ = g3
2 − 27g2

3 is a unit,
ordp(∆) = 0, and F is isomorphic to a formal group G(α) with

[p]G(α)(X) = pX + αXp2

Proof. A well-known observation of Deligne (see e.g. [9, p.105] for a

proof) is that the modulo p reduction of the elliptic curve Ẽ (5) is a
supersingular elliptic curve over O/(p). In particular, ordp(∆) = 0. It
follows (see [8, Table, p.269], [15, Theorem IV.7.4]) that the p2-power
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Frobenius endomorphism of Ẽ factors through the multiplication by p
isogeny, Frob = [p]α−1, with a separable isogeny α. The latter is a
multiplication by (a modulo p reduction of) α ∈ O with ordp(α) = 0.
This induces the factorization of the Frobenius endomorphism of the
formal group F̃ of Ẽ, which is the modulo p reduction of F . We thus
have

[pα−1]F (X) ≡ Xp2

mod p and [pα−1]F (X) ≡ pα−1X mod deg 2,

where the second congruence holds in any formal group. An application
of the Lubin - Tate lemma [13] establishes an isomorphism between F
and a formal group G′ over O with

[p]G′(X) = pα−1X +Xp2

.

In order to finish the proof we note that both G′ and G(α) have
characteristic polynomial t2 − pα−1 and are therefore isomorphic (see
[6, 7]). �

If a formal group F is defined over O, then we call a formal power
series f ∈ O[[X]] a function on F . The invariant differentiation D acts
on functions on F .

Proposition 4. Let f be a function on G(α). Assume that f satisfies
the difference equation

(6)
∑

[p](λ)=0

f(X +
G(α)

λ) = 0.

Let

Lf(n) =
Dn(f)(0)

p⌊np/(p2−1)⌋
.

For all integers n, a ≥ 0 with n 6≡ 0, p, 2p, . . . , (p − 1)p mod (p2 − 1),
the following congruence holds:

(α(p2 − 2)!p1−p)pa

Lf (n) ≡ Lf (n+ pa(p2 − 1)) mod pa+1.

We postpone the proof of Proposition 4 to the next section.
In order to obtain Proposition 2 we consider the Laurent series ex-

pansion of the Weierstrass ℘-function associated with the elliptic curve
E defined by (5)

(7) ℘(E, z) = z−2 −
∑

m≥1

B2m+2

2m+ 2
(2πi)2m+2E2m+2

z2m

(2m)!
.

Note that ℘(E, z) ∈ K[[z−1, z]] since (2πi)lEl is a polynomial in g2 and
g3 with rational coefficients for even l ≥ 4.
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The parameter of the formal group corresponding to the elliptic curve
E is X = −2℘(E, z)/℘′(E, z), and the power series expansion of ℘ in
X belongs to O[[X−1, X]] (see [15, Chapter IV, §1]). The series ℘ is
not a function on this formal group only due to the pole at zero. This
deficiency is, however, easily fixed. For an integer N ∈ Z and a power
series g ∈ O[[X−1, X]], put as in [11, 4]

[N ]∗g(X) = g([N ]X).

Note that in terms of the parameter z we simply have [N ]∗℘(E, z) =
℘(E,Nz).

Proposition 5. Let b ∈ Z be an integer different from 1 and coprime
to p. The power series in X

℘b,p(E,X) = (1 − [p]∗)(1 − b2[b]∗)℘(E,X)

is a function on the formal group of an elliptic curve E, and satisfies
the difference equation (6).

Proof. We adopt the desired identity to the logarithmic parameter z,
which we consider as the usual complex variable. Let Λ be the period
lattice of the elliptic curve E. The claimed identity becomes

∑

λ

(1 − [p]∗)(1 − b2[b]∗)℘(E, z + λ) = 0,

where the summation is taken over all points λ in the fundamental
paralelogram of Λ such that pλ ∈ Λ. In order to check the latter
identity it suffices to notice that the function on the left-hand side is
Λ-periodic, equals zero at the points of Λ, and has no poles in the
fundamental parallelogram of Λ. �

Proof of Proposition 2. By hypothesis and the factorization (3), we
have s ∈ O such that 0 < ordp(s − u) ∈ e(u)Z. This allows us to
choose g2, g3 ∈ O such that s is the j-invariant of the elliptic curve (5)
as follows:

If s ≡ 0 mod p, then u = 0 and ordp(s) ∈ 3Z, so we may write
s = νp3k for some unit ν ∈ O and positive integer k. Consider the
equation

s = 1728
g3
2

g3
2 − 27g2

3

= 1728
(g2/3)3

(g2/3)3 − g2
3

,

with variables g2 and g3. Taking g2 = −pk

4ν
∈ O in the equation, we

may rewrite the result as a polynomial equation over Zp with variable
g3:

g2
3 +

p3k

1728ν3
−

1

ν4
= 0.
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This polynomial has a pair of simple nonzero roots when considered
modulo p. Therefore a standard application of Hensel’s lemma allows
us to find a solution g3 ∈ O. For all other choices of s, we may choose
g2, g3 ∈ O in a similar way.

Combining Propositions 5, 3, and 4 we obtain the congruences

(8) (α(p2 − 2)!p1−p)Mpa

L℘b,p
(n) ≡ L℘b,p

(n+Mpa(p2 − 1)) mod pa+1

where n 6≡ 0, p, 2p, . . . , (p − 1)p mod (p2 − 1) and α(p2 − 2)!p1−p is a
unit in O. We need only consider the case when n = p− 3.

For all positive even integers l,

Dl(℘b,p)(0) = −(1 − bl+2)(1 − pl)
Bl+2

l + 2
(2πi)l+2El+2.

By [5, Proposition 1.17],

(2πi)kEk = ϕk(s)∆
δ(k)(12g2)

ǫ(−216g3)
γ.

Combining the above equalities with (2), we find that

T (k) = −L℘b,p
(k − 2)

(
144g2

2

∆

)ǫ (
−216g3

∆

)γ

∆−δ(k).

Therefore, upon multiplying the congruences (8) by the integral factor

−

(
144g2

2

∆

)ǫ (
−216g3

∆

)γ

∆−δ(k)

(∆ is a unit in O by Proposition 3), and taking

µ := ∆δ(p−1)−δ(k)(α(p2 − 2)!p1−p)Mpa

,

we obtain the congruences of Proposition 2. �

4. Proof of Proposition 4

In this section we prove Proposition 4 closely following [4, 11]. Recall
that p > 3 (this restriction slightly simplifies the argument).

Let O be a commutative ring with identity and G a one parameter
(commutative) formal group over O with parameter X and group law
F (X, Y ) = X +

G
Y ∈ O[[X, Y ]]. We will identify the coordinate ring of

G with O[[X]]. As in [11] we denote by Diff(G) the commutative O-
algebra of all G-invariant O-linear differential operators of O[[X]]. As
an O-module, Diff(G) is free with basis D(n), n = 0, 1, 2, . . . defined
by “Taylor expansion” for all f ∈ O[[X]] by

f(X +
G
Y ) =

∑

n≥0

D(n)(f)Y n ∈ O[[X, Y ]].
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The operatorD(0) is the identity in O[[X]], andD(1) is the G-invariant
derivation, normalized by D(X)(0) = 1, which we will denote by D.
Recall that (see [11, Identity 2.4]) for 0 ≤ n ≤ p2 − 1

(9) D(n) =
Dn

n!
.

Let D̂iff(G(α)) be the p-adic completion of Diff(G(α)), then we can
define an operator

H =
p2 − 1

p2

∑

r≥2

(−p/α)rD(r(p2 − 1)) ∈ D̂iff(G(α)),

For convenience of notation, we also define the operator (as in [4])

Xo = 1 +H ∈ D̂iff(G(α)).

We need the following congruences proved in [4, pp.168-169]

(10) DH ≡ 0 mod p D̂iff(G(α)),

and for a non-negative integer n

(11) Dn ≡ 0 mod p⌊np/(p2−1)⌋ D̂iff(G(α)),

(12) Hn ≡ 0 mod p⌊n(1−1/p)⌋ D̂iff(G(α)).

We must show that

Lf (n+ pa(p2 − 1)) ≡ (α(p2 − 2)!p1−p)pa

Lf (n) mod pa+1

for n 6≡ 0, p, 2p, . . . , (p−1)p mod (p2 −1). The difference equation (6)
and the identity (9) imply

Xo =
p2 − 1

αp
D(p2 − 1) =

Dp2−1

αp(p2 − 2)!
.

It follows that
(

pp−1

α(p2 − 2)!

)pa

Lf (n+ pa(p2 − 1)) − Lf (n)

= (Xpa

o − 1)Lf (n) = D(Xpa

o − 1)
Dn−1

p⌊np/(p2−1)⌋
(f)(0).

Since ⌊(n− 1)p/(p2 − 1)⌋ = ⌊np/(p2 − 1)⌋ for n 6≡ 0, p, 2p, . . . , (p− 1)p
mod (p2 −1), (see [11, §3]), the congruence (11) implies that Dn−1 ≡ 0
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mod p⌊np/(p2−1)⌋ D̂iff(G(α)). It thus suffices to show that D(Xpa

o −1) ≡

0 mod pa+1 D̂iff(G(α)). For a = 0, this coincides with (10). For a ≥ 1,

D(Xpa

o − 1) = D(1 +H)pa

−D

= paDH +

pa∑

k=2

(
pa

k

)
DHk

≡ 0 mod pa+1 D̂iff(G(α)).

The latter congruence follows from (10), the obvious inequality ⌊(k −
1)(1 − 1/p)⌋ ≥ ordp(k) for k ≥ 2, and the following calculation:

(
pa

k

)
DHk =

(
pa − 1

k − 1

)
pa

k
(DH)Hk−1

≡ 0 mod pa−ordp(k)+1+⌊(k−1)(1−1/p)⌋ D̂iff(G(α))

by (10) and (12). �
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